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Objectives

⚫reduce property loss and damage
⚫promote river planning and management on a watershed

scale
⚫increase channel stability by improving floodplain connection

and sediment transport
⚫reduce public expenditures for disaster response and

recovery (avoidance is cost-effective in the long run)
⚫protect riparian habitat
⚫encourage multiple uses of riparian areas



National
Precedence

⚫Vermont

⚫Indiana

⚫Washington State
⚫King County
⚫Pierce County

⚫Southwest Cities and Counties
⚫Austin, TX
⚫Dallas, TX
⚫Albuquerque, NM
⚫Maricopa County, AZ
⚫St. George, UT



Federal
Regulatory
Support

Highlights of National Legislation and Actions
1964 National flood insurance program

Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973

1994 National Flood Insurance Reform act, technology of mapping request

FEMA 1999 Mapping Feasibility Study, fulfills 1994 technology of mapping
requirement

ASFPM Arid Regions Riverine Erosion Hazard Discussion Paper (2010) and Revision
(2015)

NFIPs Regulations “Shall” but often gets ignored

44CFR § 60.5 Floodplain management criteria for flood-related erosion-prone areas.
Manage erosion prone areas, permits for building in erosion

44CFR § 60.24 Planning considerations for flood-related erosion-prone areas.
(a) The importance of directing future developments to areas not exposed to flood-
related erosion; (b) The possibility of reserving flood related erosion-prone areas for
open space purposes;
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Technical
Standards—
Goals and
Objectives

⚫Scientifically supported and
reviewed

⚫Ability to scale in size,
implement cost-effectively on
a large scale

⚫Applicable to any stream,
perennial or ephemeral, in the
state of Colorado

⚫Ability to refine in detailed
study based on presence of
debris flow potential, burn
scars, hazardous/critical
infrastructure, and/or
delineation disputes.
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Technical
Standards—
Driving
Factors

1) Four primary types of erosive processes:
1) Lateral Migration
2) Downstream Meander Migration
3) Avulsion (local, reach, and regional)
4) Slope failures due to toe erosion

1) Standard built on identifying the locations where each
can occur; the combination of the areas defines the
fluvial hazard zone.



Ways to
Identify
Erosion
Hazard
Potential

⚫Geomorphic—ID fluvial landforms and features; assumes
indicators of previous river process predict future river
process

⚫Engineering—Calculations for bank stability; misses several
types of erosion

⚫Numerical Modeling—models run to predict river course.
To date, insufficient but progress is being made.



Determining
a “Best Fit”
Method for
Colorado

⚫Diverse topography, geology, and hydrology⚫Desire to provide a method that is both cost and time
efficient while not being too coarse in the delineation⚫Acknowledge opportunity for further refinement of the
maps based on further detailed studies, observations,
and local knowledge.⚫Two-tiered approach
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Tier 1 FHZ—
most alluvial
rivers

⚫1) The active river valley, where the river has occupied in
the past and is likely to occupy again in the future

⚫2) The erosion hazard buffer that generalizes the slope
areas prone to erosion as a result of river lateral migration
or toe erosion.

⚫3) Channel avulsion zones are those where the channel
can dramatically change its position on the valley floor

⚫4) Alluvial fans are depositional features that generally
form at the transition from confined to unconfined
reaches. An alluvial fan is highly susceptible to avulsion
and bank erosion during all peak flow events.



Tier 1 FHZ—
most alluvial
rivers
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Setback

City of Austin
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Tier 1
Headwaters
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Tier 2
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Key Factors
in our
decision
making
process

⚫Tier 1 and Tier 2 Delineation for rapid planning and refined
analysis

⚫Adopt highly revised version of all three types of methods
used in the United States➔ could be considered a new
method

⚫Introduce a geomorphic classification to determine which
method is appropriate for each reach of river:  River Styles
or HGVC (CSU)

⚫No relative (or absolute) probabilities of hazard

⚫Debris flows



Key Factors
in our
decision
making
process—
HUMAN
INFLUENCE

Undersized Bridges and Culverts
Fire-affected watersheds
Road Infrastructure
Diversion Infrastructure and Off-Channel Storage
Facilities
Fill and Development
Altered Hydrologic Regime
Climate Change
Channelization, Armoring, and Floodplain Disconnections
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Secondary
Benefits of
Erosion
Hazard
Mapping

⚫Protection of a river corridor for open space and
possible recreation, wildlife habitat, flood control, water
quality.
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Thoughts on
Regulatory
Framework
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Management
Strategies
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Limitations
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Discussion

How many have conducted an erosion mapping study? What were your
experiences? How did it help you? What were the pitfalls?

How can communities find the funding to undertake this mapping project? How
CWCB is going about the process of identifying candidate communities in
the State Senate bill funding?

How would erosion mapping fit into a community's floodplain mapping and
other water-related management/regulatory programs?

What are some of the challenges and considerations in talking to the
community and affected property owners about the potential for erosion on
their property - particularly those that are outside/above the mapped
floodplain?

What's the planning implication to this? Hazard overlay zones, conservation
easements, stream buffers/setbacks?

How many are now considering an erosion mapping study?


